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WHY ARE RETAIL LEADERS
MOVING TO NEXT GEN
POINT OF SALE?
Because stores are critical to creating exceptional omnichannel experiences. When a
business needs endless aisles of inventory, clienteling and promotions, guided in-store
fulfillment, and personalized customer insights with trends, preferences and history, then
it is ready for the next generation of point of sale – Manhattan Point of Sale.

SELL
ANYWHERE

Clienteling features,
omnichannel promotions, as
well as real-time access to
inventory across the network
helps to always save the sale.

FULFILL
ANYWHERE

Powerful, guided assistance
for in-store receiving,
picking, packing, staging
and shipment for digital
orders, pull backs and
store transfers means
promises are always kept.

ENGAGE
ANYWHERE

All customer transactions
and interactions at store
associates’ fingertips makes
personalized engagement,
seamless returns, exchanges,
discounts and appeasements
easy, regardless of original
channel of sale.

CLOUD
NATIVE

Built entirely with
microservices in the cloud,
providing the always current,
seamlessly interconnected,
continuously adaptive
solution that creates a
competitive advantage.

ADAPTIVE
TECHNOLOGY

A responsive and intuitive
user experience that runs on
any operating system and
any form factor, makes device
selection a business decision,
not a technology mandate.

SELL ANYWHERE

Manhattan Point of Sale delivers a rich, 360-degree view of all customer transactions,
interactions, and empowers store associates to personalize the sale anywhere, anytime.

THE CHALLENGE

All consumers crave greater choice and
a tailored experience. Store customers
expect insightful personalization at any
point of interaction, and an endless aisle of
inventory that most stores can’t deliver.

THE OPPORTUNITY

A 360-degree view of the customer and easy-to-use
tools to personalize the sale – including omnichannel
promotions and flexible fulfillment options –
mean associates can deliver the exceptional store
experiences that the modern shopper demands.

NEXT GEN POS

Manhattan Point of Sale was explicitly engineered
for omnichannel. It brings together all purchase
and interaction history, custom analytics, advanced
promotions, and any combination of fulfillment
options managed through a single, intuitive app that
empowers store associates to personalize the in-store
experience and increase customer loyalty.
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FULFILL ANYWHERE

Manhattan Point of Sale provides visibility to all available inventory, and
tools to support omnichannel fulfillment strategies that enable store
associates to deliver on the customer promise.

THE CHALLENGE

When online and individual store inventories are
siloed, lost sales due to unavailable inventory
increase. Modern store associates are being asked
to do more than ever, including fulfillment tasks to
support store pickup, store shipping, and more.

THE OPPORTUNITY

A single interface for associates in the store for sales,
engagement, and advanced fulfillment means more
efficient and accurate in-store fulfillment, along with
less digital order rejections and faster delivery on
pickup window commitments.

NEXT GEN POS

Manhattan Point of Sale is equipped with real-time
access to every available inventory item at any
location and equips a store associate with a single,
responsive user experience to receive, pick, pack, and
stage or ship items quickly and easily.
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ENGAGE ANYWHERE

Manhattan Point of Sale equips store associates with the tools to deliver the exceptional
service that delights the customer regardless of where they started their buying journey.

THE CHALLENGE

Customers do not see channels, they just shop. And
that means they expect the same capabilities and
service when they visit the store that they receive
online or through the contact center. Legacy pointof-sale systems were never designed to deliver the
service consistency today’s customers demand.

THE OPPORTUNITY

Equipping store associates with the information
and capabilities to help customers at any point
along their shopping journey – before, during,
and after the sale – helps employees deliver
the personalized attention and expert service
that delights customers and builds loyalty.

NEXT GEN POS

Seamless customer engagement is at the core of
Manhattan Point of Sale, providing the personalized
selling tools that store associates need to drive
sales and deliver exceptional in-store service.
The ability to expertly handle returns, uneven
exchanges, discounts and appeasements, and
other transactions – regardless of the original
purchase channel of sale – creates better
experiences and drives higher lifetime value.
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CLOUD NATIVE

Manhattan Point of Sale was built in the cloud to overcome the challenges of
legacy point-of-sale systems, letting retailers focus on customers, not systems.

THE CHALLENGE

For retailers operating a traditional point-of-sale
system, downtime due to fixes and upgrades with
extensive regression testing is a regular part of
operations. In fact, it may have become such an
accepted part of operations that the impact on
business change, customer experience, or the burden
on the organization is not even questioned.

THE OPPORTUNITY

Imagine a world in which the point-of-sale system
is always current, with no more upgrades, and
automatic scaling to deliver peak performance.
Gone are the ebb and flow of upgrades, testing, and
patches and there’s no need for the seasonal prepeak lockdown. Imagine focusing more on customers
and less on systems.

NEXT GEN POS

Manhattan Point of Sale was born in the
cloud and built on microservices – enabling
an always current, seamlessly interconnected,
continuously adaptive point of sale solution
that creates a competitive advantage.
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ADAPTIVE TECHNOLOGY

Manhattan Point of Sale features an intuitive, responsive user experience that
minimizes training and maximizes adoption by associates with a single app that
runs on any form factor.

THE CHALLENGE

Modern demands in the store for clienteling,
fulfillment and customer service, as well as linebusting tools for mobile checkout cannot be
supported by legacy point of sale. They require
adding additional interfaces, applications and tools,
which makes associate training and optimizing
efficiency difficult.

THE OPPORTUNITY

A single, intuitive user interface that mimics
the mobile experiences associates are already
used to, and works across any device or
form factor, lowers the learning curve and
significantly increases rates of adoption.

NEXT GEN POS

Manhattan Point of Sale runs anywhere in the store,
on traditional fixed terminals, or mobile handheld
and tablet devices, using the same intuitive interface
across all form factors. Which means retailers choose
the best device deployment strategy for the business:
permanent stores or pop-up locations, high-touch
service, or high-traffic volume stores.
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For more information connect with us at
information@manh.com
or +1 (877) 596-9208
manh.com/products/point-of-sale
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